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Prescribe
With Caution
It is the lighting professional’s bioethical responsibility to
understand the challenges—and consequences—of specifying,
producing or designing with light

By Deborah Burnett
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At the core of the AMA’s warnings, specifically

luminance level that a light-adapted human eye

expectation, also notes the circadian rhythm by

regarding the use of excessive short wavelength

can tolerate (directly viewed light source) with-

initiating predictable, appropriately timed neu-

light at night, is the medical professional’s bio-

out a glare aversion response is around 50,000

rochemical responses so that we function within

ethical responsibility to “first do no harm.” The

nits (1 nit = 1 candela per sq meter). This corre-

a state of optimized health and wellbeing.

International Commission on Illumination (CIE)

sponds roughly to the brightest part of the day-

Critical Timing. Humans are diurnal; we are

has also cautioned against another use of short

time sky, such as the aura around the sun at noon

designed to cycle between alertness during the

wavelength lighting: that of specifying light to im-

on a hazy day.

bright light photoperiod and asleep during the

pact building occupants’ biology and behaviors.

But, according to York and Benya, a commonly

naturally darkened evening hours. Without a

Taken together, the concerns of these respected

available LED, especially unshielded and visible

normal waking and sleeping cycle, we increase

groups are painting a picture of caution that the

diodes, produce a much higher luminance inten-

our risk of disease initiation and progression.

profession might also want to consider before

sity, measuring upwards of 130 million nits, or al-

Although robust, the current research is not yet

embracing light as “a drug,” of sorts, in the built

most one-tenth the brightness of the sun. When

sufficient to direct designers as to the exposure

environment. This is especially true of “wellness”

broadly applied to include most LEDs, this poses

limits. However, it seems that even limited ex-

or circadian lighting, a field now straddling the

a concern based on two factors: the inequity be-

posures of blue rich white light during evening

line between traditional lighting practice and us-

tween what the eye can tolerate and the higher

hours disturbs the cycle, causing endocrine dis-

ing light, in effect, to “practice” medicine. Do we

luminous intensities common to LED sources,

ruption, or as it is commonly referred, circadian

not also have a bioethical responsibility to under-

and the disproportionate contrast between the

dysfunction. This is an especially relevant con-

stand the medical challenges, and consequences,

night sky and roadway lighting.

cern for medical clinicians as it applies specifi-

of specifying, producing or designing with light?

RESPONSES AND CONSEQUENCES

Genetics & Circadian System. Light is the ma-

cally to the formation and spread of hormonal tu-

jor stimulus for maintaining our diurnal function

mors such as those found in breast and prostate

and activating specific genetic responses criti-

cancers. According to AMA CSAPH Report 4-A-12,

For almost 50 years, medical and scientific re-

cal for survival. Both long wavelength and short

exposure to short wavelength white light at night

search discoveries have progressively built upon

wavelength light are vital for initiating genetic

has also been shown to disrupt our metabolic

a body of knowledge indicating strong connec-

expression (turning genes on and off system-

process and immune function, leading contribu-

tive links between light and human health and

atically), but only during biologically appropri-

tors to diseases such as diabetes and obesity.

wellbeing. Countless reports have demonstrated

ate time periods. Naturally changing ambient

But not all short wavelength light poses a

that light sources with abundant short wave-

light conditions are the primary cues utilized by

biological problem. In fact, if we do not receive

length emissions are an important light delivery

regulatory circadian genes and the anticipation-

ample amounts of short wavelength light ex-

system with major biological implications. White

based circadian system. This system, comprised

posure during daytime hours, we run the risk of

LED lighting is of particular concern because

of our master biological clock, the 24.2-hour

living and working in “biological darkness.” This

most common LEDs have an unusual concentra-

(average) circadian rhythm and the sleep/wake

condition, first observed by Dr. Till Rodenburgh,

n June 2016 the American Medical Association (AMA) took the unprece-

tion of their short wave radiation between 440

cycle, sets the timing pace for every cell, organ

a German chronobiologist, posits that by spend-

dented and unilateral step of adopting community guidance for outdoor

and 490 nanometers: the most biologically active

and muscle throughout the body. The master

ing the majority of our daylight hours indoors

lighting, recommending a maximum correlated color temperature (CCT)

bandwidths for humans and other living beings.

pacemaker sets into motion the process of align-

with inadequate exposure to bright light, we fail

Key biological effects include:

ing the circadian rhythm to the Earth’s 24-hour

to receive enough light stimuli necessary for op-

light/dark cycle which then governs the timely

timized wellness and health.

limit of 3000K. This report, the third in a series of warnings dating back to

2009, sent virtual shock waves around the lighting world. Within the lighting

Glare & Vision. We are designed to use light,

industry, the most commonly heard protests questioned the AMA’s lack of

not look at it. Our visual process depends upon

operation and function of every biological sys-

research and its jurisdiction in lighting matters (LD+A, August). For dark-sky

light capture, while sight depends upon contrast

tem throughout our being. This includes all of

advocates and environmentalists, the response was overwhelmingly posi-

conditions for definition. According to colleagues

our major operational functions such as the skel-

Because light exposure is known to directly af-

tive, with one U.K. engineer, Simon Nicholas, noting on LinkedIn, “…at least

Brent York (founder and CEO of Tangenesys Con-

etal system, endocrine system, nervous system

fect biology, many within the research community

the AMA is actually doing something in terms of raising valid concerns, and

sulting Ltd.) and Jim Benya (principal and partner

and even the timing of wound healing and urine

now consider light to be in the same category as a

providing some form of framework and guidance.”

at Benya Burnett Consultancy), the maximum

output. The brain, operating on the principle of

drug. However, research on the interconnections
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between human vision, the circadian system and

3. Project-specific details: window compass di-

posures to biologically stimulating light sources.
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endocrine disruption is still evolving, so designing

rection, building location within the time zone,

This could apply to the lighting products we man-

circadian lighting interventions is complex. Many

project site latitude, identification of consis-

ufacture and sell, as well as those who specify the
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Recommending Proper Light At The Proper Time,
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are determined. We can begin with three simple

cautions against industry generalized attempts to

minance pattern of the space throughout the

protective measures:

daily duty cycle.

• Take responsibility now for expanding biologi-

Once researchers and medical
clinicians develop the correct
dosing protocols, the lighting
industry had better be ready

4. Specific factors relevant to the light source

cal knowledge and informing both clients and

specified and actually installed, such as in-

occupants as to the potential benefits and

tensity, spectral distribution, timing, duration

risks associated with the light we specify.

• Request consent of building occupants as to

and location.
It is easy to see why attempting to apply light-

the acceptance of any color tuning strategy

ing intent on delivering biologic or behavioral

specified with the intent to deliver wellness

response is outside lighting designers’ normal

benefit.

practice realm. Nonetheless, it is the future, and

• Become vigilant throughout the VE processes

once researchers and medical clinicians develop

so that our exacting spectral specifications

prescribe light for circadian benefit, stating: “The

the correct dosing protocols, the lighting indus-

(based on SPD not CCT/CRI alone) cannot be

missing understanding of the input-output charac-

try had better be ready.

substituted in favor of poor quality lighting at
reduced cost.

teristics between light stimulus and the resulting
non-visual response seems to make tailored light
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Who’s accountable?

The best way, however, to not only protect

application for a desired lighting effect impossible.”

For almost 10 years the lighting industry has

the health of occupants, but also our business

Unfortunately, the lighting industry’s attempts

been interested in the science of light as it re-

and professional legal exposure, is to develop a

to sell and specify lighting for circadian benefit

lates to the non-visual impacts on living beings,

personal bioethical responsibility that asserts

rarely, if ever, consider these relevant circadian-

but there has been precious little in the way of

a “first do no harm” approach for every product

protective dosing factors:

official guidelines or updated recommended

sold, specified and installed. 

1. Knowledge of light source spectrum distribu-

practices regarding the use and specification of

tion, and in particular the short wavelength

blue-rich white light, a known biological stimu-

energy percentage to overall bandwidths:

lant. This lack of action, coupled with the recent

here SPD (spectral power distribution) is more

AMA report and other research with precaution-

the Author

important than CCT when it comes to speci-

ary conclusions, opens the door for potential liti-

fying electric light sources intended to deliver

gation based upon the legal premise of failure to

biological interventions.

warn. Unlike failure to disclose a product defect,
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2. Occupant details and biological factors cur-

this applies to our responsibility to warn clients

rently outside of our standard practice meth-

and/or occupants when to use or not use lighting

odologies: age, individual health variables,

because there is the potential for harm or injury.

lifestyle choices, prior light histories, likeli-

Without awareness, the lighting industry could

hood of reproductive viability and expected

potentially be held accountable for not inform-

lifestyle photoperiod exposures of the people

ing occupants of the possible negative biological

that will occupy the space we’re designing.

impacts and resulting health damages from ex-
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This article is based on the LIGHTFAIR 2016 seminar “First Do No Harm.”

Properly Aimed Headlights Increase Driving Safety

Volume 12, Issue 4

Based on his research in his Guest Editorial, “Vehicle
Headlights: Aiming for Better Driving Safety,” Dr. John
Bullough shows that correctly aiming headlights has a
significant positive influence on nighttime driving safety.
Bullough shows that demerit scores tended to be better
when headlights were aimed properly and worse when
the headlights were aimed either too high or too low.

Available for free access online at http://tinyurl.com/hv6ftvz.
Members can login on the IES website to read the guest editorial and full issue 12(4).
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